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PREFACE., 
The Research Achievement Reviews document research 
accomplished by.the laboratories of Marshall Space 
Flight Center. Each review covers one or two fields of 
research and attempts to present the results in a form 
readily useable by specialists, system engineers, and 
program managers. 
Reviews of this, fourth series are designated Volume IV 
and will span-the period from May 1970 through May 1972. 
In accordance with NASA policy the International System 
of Units (SI Units),, as.defined in NASA SP-7012, are 
used in this publication. 
The papers In this rport were-presented November 19, 7970 
William G. Johnson, 
Director 
Research Planning Office 
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUMENTATION AND
 
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH AT MSFC
 
By 
C. T. Paludan 
Research and technology efforts in support of the 
Skylab program have set the pace for research in 
instrumentation and communication in recent years. 
An example of this is the X-ray source, which is 
discussed later in this Research Achievements 
Review. Now that the design of flight hardware and 
much of the ground testing of Skylab are completed, 
research related to the reusable space shuttle, the 
space station and base, the nuclear shuttle, and 
experiment modules takes on a more prominent role. 
The conflicting requirements for more data, but 
simplified mission procedures, have forced innova- . 
tions in tle data technology fields. Some: of these 
in the fields of data collection, data handling, and 
data transmission are discussed in this report. 
It should be remembered that flight programs 
also require innovations in ground testing, with re-
sultant instrumentation research requirements. 
Just as NASA's overall space program has 
beneficially affected progress in fields that are not 
directly related to space, instrumentation and com­
munication research also finds application in un-
expected areas. Obviously, some of the Skylab and 
space station experiments are directly oriented 
toward earth problems, but it is often a nice surprise 
to discover that radiation effects testingfor the nu-
clear stage can lead to new medical techniques, or 
that a hazardous gas monitor for the space station is 
of interest to antipollution researchers. 
Only a sampling of the diverse research achieve-
ment in instrumentation and communication is dis-
cussed herein. To pat these samples in perspective, 
a somewhat larger sampling is listed below without 
giving details. Some of these activities are well 
advanced, while others may be in initial stages. In 
several cases, work by university professors in our 
summer faculty program and by research fellows ' 
sponsored by the National Academy of Science is 
included, 
i. Computer optimization of radio frequency 
circuits. 
2. Use of the supercooled Josephson junction as 
a radio frequency detector. 
3. Precise and absolute determination of the 
local acceleration of gravity with a laser interferom­
eter. ­
4. Precise measurement of velocity for space­
craft docking by application of the Mossbauer effect. 
5. Sensor technology for slush hydrogen. 
6. Hydrogen gas monitor. 
7. Zero-gravity propellant quantity determina­
tion. 
8. Instrumentation for very low velocity gas 
flows. 
9. Digital blast gauge. 
10. Biomedical instrumentation and experiments. 
i. Optical compdter technology; use of a laser
 
and optics to perform Fourier transformations.
 
12. Optical rendezvous and docking. 
13. Optical data transmission between the shuttle 
booster and orbiter. 
14. Laser altimeter for orbital calibration of
 
metric photography.
 
15. Multispectral photography. 
16. Thermal mapping with an electromechanical 
scanner.
 
C. T. PALUDAN 
17. Nuclear radiation technology, 
18. Geographic research-by man in orbit. 
Some of the actlvitiesmnentioned above are joint
efforts inirolving divisions and laboratories other
than the Instrumeitation and Communication Division 
of the Astrionics Laboratory. 
At MSFC we feel tthat good instrumentationand 
communicatin techniques are essential to every
facet of a space technology program. Our research 
is oriented toward the;national space programas 
presently envisioned. Our justification was expressed
by Lord Kelvin in 1848: 
When you Can measure whatyou.are 
speaking about and express it in numbers, 
you know something about it; and when you 
cannot measure it, when you cannot express 
it in numbers, your knowledge is of meagre
and unsatisfactory kind. It may b the b­
ginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely
in your-thought advadioed to the stage of a 
science. 
X-RAY SOURCE FOR GRAZING INCIDENCE MIRROR TEST 
By o 
C. T. Jones ~ t7J9 2 
In 1968 the Radiation Section of the Measuring 
Branch of Astrionics Laboratory was assigned the 
task of'providing an X-ray source to check out the 
S-056 X-ray telescope. It was determined that the 
use of an isotope source would require a liquid or a 
foil-covered vapor deposit of some substance and 
that the X-ray emission of soft X-ray producing 
elements would be greatly attenuated by foil or 
liquid containers. Therefore, it was evident from 
the beginning that an isotope source would be un-
satisfactory in accomplishing the objective; hence, 
itwas necessary to develop an acceptable source. 
The S-056 X-ray telescope is an Apollo Telescope 
Mount (ATM) experiment that is designed to study 
the sun'soenergy from a wavelength of 200 to 2000 pm 
(2 to 20 A). A source was designed, developed, and 
tested that met the requirements of the experiment 
engineer. Areas to be discussed herein include 
requirements, theory of operation, design, and use 
of an X-ray source for this unique application. 
The theory of producing X-rays is not new 
technology, but the application and flux characteris­
tics are innovations in X-ray technology. In 1895 
Roentgen first produced X-rays by passing an electric 
discharge through a highly evacuated tube and detected 
these unknown rays with a paper screen covered with 
crystals of platinum barium cyanide. He found that 
X-rays are a byproduct of the collision of electrons 
with an element. More work by other groups showed 
that the energy of X-rays depends upon the type of 
target used. The electrons from the cathode, inter­
acting with the electrons in the elate, emit X-rays; 
and the energy of these X-rays depends upon whether 
the interactions are with the K-shell or L-shell 
electrons. The energy of K-alpha radiation from 
aluminum is about 2291 x 10-19 J (1430 eV), because 
that is the excitationvoltage of the aluminum K-shell 
electrons. This energy level corresponds to a wave-
length of 830 pm (8.3 A). Since the S-056 experi-
ment will study energy in the 200- to 2000-pr (2- to 
20-A) range, this element provides a proper wave-
length for testing. 
Electrons passing through a potential of a few 
hundred volts cause an emission of continuous 
radiation. When the voltage is increased to 1430 V, 
characteristic radiation from the K-shell electrons 
of aluminum is generated. This voltage varies 
with the atomic number of the plate element. X-rays 
produced at less than 1.6 x 10 14j (J00 keV) are 
said to be soft X-rays, and the characteristic radia­
tion from aluminum is ultrasoft. This radiation is 
so softthat a few centimeters of air will easll' 
attenuate its strength. This is one of the primary 
reasons for working in a vacuum; the 6ther is ithat 
the filaments for electron sources must operate in 
a vacuum to keep them from burning to destruction. 
Figure 1 shows simply how the electrical param­
eters are arranged to produce X-rays. The filament 
is heated by a low voltage power supply, and a'high 
positive potential is applied to the aluminum plate. 
When the electrons interact with the electrons in the 
plate elements, characteristic radiation as well as 
some continuous radiation is emitted. 
Figure 2 shows a plot of, intensity versus energy 
of characteristic radiation and continuous radiation. 
As the voltage increases, the characteristic radiation 
remains stationary and the continuous radiation 
shifts to higher energies. One does, however, 
reach a maximum level that is practical for the 
ratio of K-alpha radiation and continuous spectrum 
radiation. 
When the requirements were first presented, it 
was determined that a point source at an infinite 
distance (e.g., 100 m) was needed to align the 
mirrors in the X-ray region. Immediately, parallel 
efforts were begun to develop a source and conduct 
a literature search for a commercial product. The 
source had to be extremely intense so that short 
exposures could be taken without undue interference 
from vibration. The in-house effort to build a 
source was performed strictly on an experimental 
basis. 
C. T. JONES 
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Figure 1. Electrical diagram of first source. 
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Figurze 2. Intensity versus energy curve for aluminum. 
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2Figure 3 shows the first source developed. A area of 6.3 cm . The source was made from alu­
stainless steel housing was fabricated to house the mim, and the inside was machined so that It 
plate and filament and was made vactum tight. A would be water cooled. Above the square emittingthin aluminum foil was placed over the window so surface were 10 rows of tungsten filaments in thethat measurements could be taken with an ionization vertical and 10 rows in the horizontal. This source
chamber. The aluminum plate was mounted on a proved to be intense, but the ratio of the heat input
piece of Kel-F on one end of the housing, and the 
 to the X-ray output was too great, even with waterfilament of an 866 vacuum tube was mounted on a cooling. Since the water lines were copper, it was
piece of Kel-F on the opposite end of the housing. 
 necessary to have the plate at ground potential forThe source emitted X-rays, but it became too hot safety. In addition to having a high heat input, many
and did not generate enough X-rays. The ratio of of the X-rays were being wasted.
 
heat input to X-ray output was much too great.
 
A literature search disclosed that Jarrell-Ash, Figure 6 shows how energy is received at the
 
Inc. marketed a microfocus X-ray source, which is 
 mirrors and the origin of the energy. As shown,
shown in Figure 4. The main features of the only a circular band of energy was being used by the 
Jarrell-Ash source were that the targets could be mirrors; therefore, the development of a circular 
changed and the source was water-cooled. A unit source was begun. A block of aluminum 8. 9 cm by 
was Purchased and testing was conducted using 11. 4 cm and 2.9 cm thick was fabricated with a 0. 5­
aluminum targets. This source was very intense cm hole In the center. A ceramic tube was used as
and short exposure times were tken with this the insulating material for the high voltage connector 
instrument. The ratio of heat input to X-ray output that passed through its center. Inside the block of 
was low, which was another good feature of this aluminum, a cooling cavity was machined to help
 
source. control the beat input to the vacuum system and
 
experiment. Fill and drain outlets were 
installed for
However, the testing philosophy of the telescope the coolant Approximately 1.9 cm above the plate,
mirrors changed and, consequently, the source a circular filament holder was positioned with insu­
requirements changed. A point source at an Infinite lating ceramic standoffs. Around the filament plate,distance was no longer needed, but rather an intense which was made of copper, were positioned 16 screws 
broad source was desired. In addition to being broad, to hold the filaments. This gave the source a spoked­
the source had to be uniform over the entire emission wheel filament pattern. When a pinhole picture was 
area. The mirrors were now going to be tested in taken of this arrangement, however, the source was 
a front-to-front configuration with one set of mirrors found to be uniform all the way around the circle.
collimating the X-rays and the other set being tested. On the outside of the filament plate was a grid plateFigure 5 shows the mirror system in the optical that assisted in controlling the electrons being boiled
environmental chamber. As shown, the source is off the tungsten filaments. The final configuration 
now positional just behind the resolution target that, for the source is shown in Figure 7. 
in turn, Is positioned at the focal plane of the colli­
mating telescope. The test fixture used throughout the development 
of this source is shown in Figure 8.For front-to-front testing, a new design for the The resolutionchart used during the tests is shown in the foreground.X-ray source was necessary. The source needed to The large tube housed some 7.62 cm diameter stain­be large enough to illuminate the resolution target less steel mirrors, and the rear housing contained awith X-rays from all angles and uniform in its emission. camera for resolution and alignment studies.
A low ratio of heat input to X-ray output was necessary 
to prevent undue heating of the telescope assembly.
Another reason for a broad source was that the reso- This source is capable of producing an ultrasoftlution targets could be changed to different sizes so X-ray flux of approximately 1 x 109 photons/cm t a.that resolution studies could be made. The unit was successfully tested in the optical environ­
mental chamber and was used extensively in X-rayThe in-house development proceeded. The next imaging studies of the ATM S-056 experiment optical
source was 8.9 cm in diameter with a square emitting system. 
5 
C. T, JONES 
Figure 3. First source developed. 
Figure 4. Jarrell-Ash source. 
6 
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H 9.1 meters (20 feet) 
Figure 5. Optical environmental chamber. 
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Figure 6. Ray trace thrugh mirrors. 
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A DIGITAL PRESSURE TRANDUCER 
By 
H.S.Harman "N71- g3 
approach to the digital transducer problem. To 
SUM ARY 	 meet the environmental requirements of liquid rocket 
propulsion systems, such as those encountered on the 
Saturn V and those anticipated on the space shuttle 
A digital pressure transducer, its operational engine and vehicle, a transducer must meet the 
features, and Its performance against guideline minimum specifications shown in Table 1. A contract 
specifications are discussed. Performance meeting was awarded to Metrophysics, Inc., Santa Barbara, 
the guideline specifications was achieved. California, with these specifications as a guideline 
and with a scope of work specifying the use of a state­
of-the-art low level deposited film transducer as a 
INTRODUCTION 	 force summing device and a ste-of-the-art miniature 
analog-to-digital converter. The primary research 
and development objective was to design a ±0-bit serial 
NASA has always realized the need for a prac- output digital transducer meeting these specifications. 
tical, reliable digital pressure transducer and, 
therefore, has sponsored a number of studies and 
research and development contracts in this area, 
all of which have been somewat encouraging in TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL 
their results. Earlier efforts produced a digital TRANSDUCER WITH DIGITAL 
force balance transducer that had a high resolution ADDRESS ING AND LIMIT 
and accuracy. In this transducer, pressure dis­
placing a belows or diaphragm was sensed starting MONITORING 
an up-down counter; the resulting digital number 
was presented in parallel for display and also was The digital transducer consists of five functional 
converted to an analog value of current for forcing parts; the analog transducer, the A/Rl converter, 
the sensing bellows back to its Initial position the address detector, the calibration check circuit, 
electromagnetically. The unique feature of this and the limit monitor. The digital transducer corn­
system was that the digital conversion was in the municates over four lines with the receiving (or 
force feedback loop. The bellows or diaphragm was control) station. These four lines are the address 
always at the zero or near-zero position, which line, the digital signal output line. the limit line, and 
reduced hysteresis. This transducer was useful the alarm line. The first 3 of these lines can be 
for air data and laboratory applications but was shared by as many transducers as the drive capability 
sensitive to acceleration, vibration, and temperature of the receiving station allows, while the alarm line 
extremes. Because of its electromechanical struc- can only be shared by 10 transducers as explained 
tire, temperature and acceleration compensation of later. 
this system was extremely difficult and impractical. 
Another research and developent effort was The analog element is a bridge-type transducer 
initiated toward a more direct caversion from producing a 30-mV full scale output signal. One leg 
pressure to a digital output. In this effort, pressure of the transducer bridge can be shunted by fixed 
acting directly on a birefringent material was resistors for calibration check. 
studied as a possibility, but this was not successful 
because of material creep effects, which caused The A/D converter (Fig. 1) operates on the 
hysteresis and nonrepeatability. The comparatively principle of successive approximation. It provides 
recent availability of high performance monolithic the excitation voltage for the transducer bridge through 
and hybrid circuit modules for analog to digital (A/D) an electronic switch. The excitation voltage is scaled 
conversion changed NASA's research and development down by a voltage divider, buffered by the reference 
Ii ­
H. S.HARMAN 
TABLE 1. GUIDELINE SPECIFICATIONS
 
1. Range: 0 to 15 N/cmt to 0 to 5000 N/cm3 t4. Weight: Approximately 0.2 kg 
2. Msimtanm ovetrloa& 150 percent of rated 15. Electrical connection Case-mounted else­
range trical receptacle 
DR 60853-12-8P
 
3. 	 Pressure media Fluids compatible-with 
types 17-4PH and 17-7PH 16. Identification: The model designation, serial 
stainless steel number, range, maximum 
excitation, and manufacturer 
4. Excitationt 26 Vdc *1 Vdc 	 are engraved on each unit. 
5. 	 Digital output: 10-bit serial, nonreturn to 17. Dimensions: 4 cm in diameter by 7.5cm 
zero, most significant bit in length 
first A logic "1I corre­
sponds to a maximum of 18. Calibration: 6 wire shunt calibration 
+25V, 7mnA maximum. 
Other logic levels are avail- 19. Clock signal: Up to 10 kHz, 0. 1 me mini­
able. mum pulse width, 0 to +5V 
amplitude into 10 kgl
6. Resolution: 0. 1 percent full scale (Fe) 
20. DC reset +5Vinto5kg 
7. Nonlinearity: 0. 3 percent FS 
21. Conversion rate: Up to 1000 words 
8. Hysteresis: < 0. 1 percent FS 	 (=conversions) per second 
9. 	 Zero balanbte < 2 percent FS 22. Calibration check: Command 0 to +28 V 
(supply voltage)
10. Temperature range- -54 to +740C 
23. Shock. 1000 g's (1 ma duration)

.11. Thermal sensitivity shift < 0.002 percent/
 
C 	 24. Acceleration. 50g's, 5 =3000 Hz 
12. Thermal zero shift <0.002 percent FS/ C 25. Acoustic noise: 165 dB 
13. 	 Pressure connecton 7/16-20 external
 
fitting per MS 33656-

E4
 
amplifier, and applied to the ladder switches in the polarity of this signal during each of the 10 clock 
steering network. 	 This voltage serves as reference pulses of one conversion decides whether "O's" or 
voltage of the A/D converter and, because it is pro- "l's"are produced at the digital output. 
portional to the excitation voltage, makes the con­
version accuracy independent of supply voltage The bridge excitation voltage and the reference 
changes, voltage of the ladder switches are on during the dura­
tion of each clock pulse and are off between clock 
The floating output of the transducer bridge is pulses. During the off-period, the bridge voltage
applied to a special differential comparator in which and reference voltage go to zero. The differential 
the feedback signal from the ladder network is sub- comparator puts out a zero signal and the zero 
traeted from the bridge output signal. The difference restorer, and forces the output of the high gain
of these two signalsis then amplified by the high gain amplifier to zero. In this manner zero drift of the 
amplifier and applied to the steering network. The amplifier is effectively eliminated. 
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Figure 1. A/fl converter with analog transducer. 
At the end of one conversion, which coincides the address pulses. The address signal is shifted 
with the end of an address word, the steering net- bit by bit into the address register when clack $1
work is reset by a pulse $3 from the clock circuits, makes a transition from negative to ground. This 
transition occurs during the second quarter of the
The address detector consists of three parts; bit period. Dtrsg this time, only "" plses arethe clock, the address register, and the address present and shifted as "l' into the register; "0"decoder (Fig. 2). pulses last only one-fourth of a bit period and have 
decayed to "zerowhen the positive transition of the 
To understand the function of the address detc- clock pulse occurs. A "0" As the shifted nto the 
or, the address format is explained. An address address register. 
word comprises 10 bits. The first five bits are
used for the address proper. Bits 6 and 7 are used Clock pulse $3 Is derived from the endpf thefor calibration check and bits 8 and 9 are used for address signal and occurs once every 10 hits. Itlimit loading. Bit 10 is used solely for end-of- synchronizes the A/D converter, the address decoder,
address identification. The "l's"and "0's"differ in the calibration check command circuits, and the 
their length. The length of a "0" corresponds to one- steering gates of the limit monitor. 
fourth of a bit period, the length of a "I' corresponds
to one-half of a bit period, and the end a, address Assume that a transducer has received Its ad­pulse equals three-fourths of a bit peri&. The dress. The address register is filled with the address presence of a pulse even during the trsson', word and the address decoder, and upon receiving
makes it possiblea "0"y to synchronn th~e Inns- c:lock pulse $3, puts out a "1" enablIng G. The digitalducer circuis without the aid of an a&.:twnal clock 'd?~uit signal from the A/Dl converter can pass G1 
line, and appears on the output signal line. The address 
decoder stays in Its "1" 1state until the next addressThe clock circuit derives the itet',., Ikand has been shifted into the address register. Ifthis
synchronization signals from the leading vu. of address s not the transducer's address, then the 
13 "­
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Figure 2. Digital transducer with digital addressing and limit monitoring. 
output of the decoder is set to "01by 3 and Gi is the signal from the A/D converter isgreater than 
closed, the upper limit, the limit comparator will place a 
"I" Into the delay register at the end of the address 
In a similar manner the calibration check con- word that coincides with the end of a conversion. 
mand signals are obtained. With the proper address Similarly, a "I" isplaced into the delay register if 
in the address register and bit 6 or 7, a "i" gate, G1 the signal is smaller than the lower limit. The "1" 
or G2, is enabled setting flip-flop FF1 or FF2. The travels through the register and appears at each of 
corresponding shunt calibration switches are then the 10 outputs in sequence. If, for instance, the 
turned on and the transducer bridge is unbalanced, alarm output is connected to stage 3 of the delay 
The digital output signal corresponding to the un- register, then a "1" will appear on the alarm line 
balanced state of the bridge can now pass GI. After during the third bit period following the end of the 
10 clock pulses when 03 reappears and some other address pulse on the address line. The receiving 
address is In the address register, FFI or FF2, station (control circuit) will then detect the location 
respectively, is reset and the calibration switches in time of this "I" and be able to Identify the trans­
are turned off. ducer in which an alarm condition exists. Other 
transducers in the system have their alarm output 
The limit monitor donssts of two recirculating connected to the other stages of their delay registers 
registers, two steering gates, a comparator, and a and can also be identified by the position in time of 
delay register. Each register can hold a limit of 10 their alarm signals. Up to 10 transducers can share 
bits in length. In the normal mode the limits are a common alarm line without loss of identification by 
continuously recirculated through the steering gates coinciding alarm pulses. Note that a transducer 
and compared to the output of the A/D converter. If does not need to be addressed to produce an alarm 
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signal; it will do so at any time whether addressed The lower limit is changed the same way as 
or not. the upper limit with the exception that the address 
word must have a "1" in position 9 instead of posi-
The limits stored in the limit register can be tion 8. 
changed in the following manner. The upper limit is 
changed by addressing the transducer with an address 
that has a "1"In position 8. At the end of the address, CONCLUS IONS 
when the address decoder goes to "I", G4 puts out a 
"1" setting the steering gate 1 to the limit loading 
mode. In this mode the upper limit register is con- The configuration of the digital transducer 
nected to the limit input line and recirculation is in- (Figs. 3, 4, and 5) meets the guideline specfica­
terrupted. A limit word is now shifted into the regis- tions. Performance as presented in Table 2 and 
ter. After the last bit of the limit word, the steering Figures 6 and 7 exceeds specification iequirements. 
gate is set back by %3to the recirculating mode. The The overall performance of this transducer makes 
limit monitoring function is not interrupted during a it an excellent candidate for future applications on 
limit loading cycle and an alarm signal might be the space shuttle, the space station, and in associ­
produced. ated development work. 
Figure 3. Photograph of digital transducer. 
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Figure 4. Dimensional drawing of digital transducer. 
Figure 5. Photograph of digital transducer without case. 
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TABLE 2. CALIBRATION OF DIGITAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
a. Temperature, +30"C 
Readinga No. I Reading No. 2 A From Linearity 
Repeatability, 
R2 - R1 
N/cmt Up Down Up Down Ideal Up DowDwn Up flown 
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 125 125 125 125 125.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 0 0 
4 250 250.5 249.5 250.5 250.4 -0.4 +0.1 -0.9 +0.1 -0.5 0 
6 375 375.5 375 375.5 375.3 -0.3 +0.2 -0.3 +0.2 0 0 
8 500 501.5 500 501.5 500.3 -0.3 +1.2 -0.3 +1.2 0 0 
10 624.5 625 624 625 625.2 -0.7 -0.2 -1.2 -0.2 -0.5 0 
12 750 751 750 751 750.1 -0.1 0.9 -0.1 +0.9 0 0 
14 875 875 875 875 875.1 -0.1 -0. 1 -0.1 -0.1 0 0 
16 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ix Temperature, -55'C 
Repeatability, 
Reading No. I Reading No. 2 a From Linearity R2 - RI 
N/cm Up Down Up Down Ideal Up Down Up Down Up Down 
0 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 127 127 127 127 128.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 0 0 
4 252 253 252.5 254 253.3 -1.3 -0.3 -0.8 +0.7 +0.5 +1 
6 377 379 378 379 378.4 -1.4 +0.6 -0.4 +0.6 +1 0 
8 503 504.5 504 505 503.5 -0.5 +1 +0.5 +1.5 +1 +0.5 
10 627 628.5 627 629 628.6 -1.6 -0.1 -1.6 +0.4 0 +0.5 
12 753 753.5 753 755 753.8 -0.8 -0.3 -0.8 +1.2 0 +1.5 
14 878.5 879 879 879 878.9 -0.4 +0.1 +0.1 +0.1 +0.6 0 
16 1004 1004 004 1004 1004 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. Temperature, +740C 
Repeatability, 
Reading No. 1 Reading No. 2 A From Linearity R2 - Hi 
N/om Up Down Up Down Ideal Up Down Up Down Up Down 
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 125.5 126 125.5 126 125.8 -0.3 +0.2 -0.3 +0.2 0 0 
4 
6 
250.5 
375 
252 
376 
250. 5 
375 
252 
376 
250.5 
375.3 
0 
-0.3 
+1.5 
+0.7 
0 
-0.3 
+1.5 
+0.7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 500 501.5 500 501.5 500 0 +1.5 0 +1.5 0 0 
10 624 625 624 625 624.8 -0.8 +0.2 -0.8 +0.2 0 0 
12 749 750 749 750 749.5 -0.5 +0.5 -0.5 +0.5 0 0 
14 
16 
874 
999 
875 
999 
874 
999 
874 
999 
874.3 
999 
-0.3 
0 
+0.7 
0 
-0.3 
0 
40.2 
0 
0 
0 
-0.5 
0 
a. Calibration check reading. 750. 
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Figure 6. Nonlinearity with pressure of digital pressure transducer. 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity versus temperature and zero shift versus temperature of digital pressure transducer. 
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The results of a study of five different data 
compression techniques are presented. The per­
formance of each technique was analyzed far input
data models consisting of three known deterministic 
signals. The basic operation of each technique was 
established, and some knowledge of their relative 
effectiveness was determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
A vast amount of space flight data is being
generated by today's data transmission systems. 
The amount will surely increase with the arrival of 
scheduled deep space probes and extended orbital 
flights. Some of the data are highly redmdant; that 
is, the data remain constant or change at a constant 
rate for long periods of time. Prior investigators 
have shown that it is possible to remove this reduan­
dancy by transmitting only significant samples [I].Redundant data are determined by an arithmetic 
process or technique. This process, known as data 
compression, allows the same information to be
transmitted with little or no error. 
The technique is the heart of any data compres-
sion system. Numerous techniques exist, but the 
following five have shown the most promise: 
1. ZFN - Zero order, fixed corridor, non-
redundant sample transmitted. 
2. ZVA - Zero order, variable corridor, 
artificial preceding sample transmitted, 
3. FFP - First order, fixed corridor, pre-
ceding sample transmitted, 
4. FVP - First order, variable corridor, 
preceding sample transmitted. 
5. FVA - First order, variable corridor, 
artificial preceding sample transmitted, 
These techniques have been in existence for some 
time [2). The purpose of this study was to deter­
mine If any, or all, of these techniques lend them­
selves to a practical and beneficial application in 
present and future data transmission systems. 
To accomplish this, it was necessary to imple­
meat these techniques in a system where they could 
be studied exhaustively. This was made possible by 
the acquisition of the Telemetry Redundancy Analyzer 
(TRA) [3]. 
The TRA allows any one of the five techniques to 
be selected. The same data can, in turn, be applied 
to each of the techniques, while the tolerance Is varied 
from 0 to 1.275 V. Up to 99 999 data samples can be 
analyzed for any given study or run. The TRA out­
puts the nonredtmdant samples (NRS, sometimes 
referred to as transmitted samples) and the mean 
square error (DN). Root-mean-square (rms) 
error can be calculated from the value of DIN, and 
the amount of compression can be expressed in terms 
of compression ratio (CR), which is defined as: 
CE total number of samples
 
number of nonredundant samples
 
The capability and flexibility of the TRA has been 
increased by the addition of peripheral equipment(Fig. 1). The TRA compresses, reconstructs, and 
analyzes the data. The remainder of the equipment
takes actual or simulated data, conditions and formats 
these data into a form that the TRA can accept, and 
then prints or records the results of the TPA analysis. 
It was necessary to establish the operation of the 
TRA and the implementation of the techniques. This 
was done by analyzing known deterministic signals. 
The signals were a 150-Hz, i-V, peak-to-peak sine 
wave, triangle wave, and square wave. These signals 
were sampled at 10 000 samples per second for a total 
of 10 000 samples. 
Data compression techniques are not used on 
deterministic signals for any practical data trans­
mission system because the two unknowns, frequency 
and amplitude, can be determined in a more efficient 
19 
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Figure 1. Telemetry Redundancy Analyzer Facility.
 
manner. However, si e the results can be pre-
 noticeable increase In tolerance and then rapidlydicted for these 6ials) the operation of the tech- changes
niques can be established to provide a medlum for 
to a new value where it again remains con­
stant. There is somecomparing the relative effectiveness of the tech- similarity among the tech­
niques and to expose any peculiarities they might 
niques in that they level off and reach a plateau at the 
have. 	 same value of CR. However, they do not all reach

the same plateau for the same value of tolerance.
 
The ability of a technique to remove redundancyis measured in the amout of error for a given CR. At a sampling ratio of 10 000 samples per second,This Is illustrated throughout this paper by plotting there are 66.6 samples per cycle of data.CR as a function of tolerance and rms error as a 	 For a tol­erance of 0 percent,function of tolerance. Tolerance Is expressed in all of those samples are trans­mited samples (NiS); but as the tolerance is in­percent of 5 V, and the error is represented as apercentage of the full scale rms voltage input 	 creased, more and more of these samples areconsidered as redundant samples and are not trans­
mitted. The plateaus become significant as the
number of NEB decreases. The arithmetic processANALYS ISOF TECHNIQUES USING of the techniques essentially divides the cycle ofDETERMINISTIC SIGNALS data into corridors and considers one sample of each
corridor as an NIS. An increase In tolerance willSine Wave allow more redundant samples but does not increasethe number of corridors, thereby keeping the samenumber of NRS and the same CH.Some of the individual traits of the techniques are 	 However, thenumber of corridors and NiS changes as the toler­evident when CR as a functin of tolerance is con-
sidered (Fig. 2). The Ci 	 ance is increased sufficiently but tends to stabilizeremains constant for a at an even number since the waveshape is uniform. 
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Figure 2. Compression ratio as a function of tolerance for a sine wave sampled 
at 10 000samples per second. 
One would expect the CR to reach a maximum of 3. The FVP and FVA techniques, like the ZVA
10 000, which would occur when the tolerance corn- technique, have Variable corridbrs that allow them to 
pletely encompasses the signal and produces only have, effectively, a-larger corridor than the toler­
one NRS. This is not the case, however, because of ance selection. 
a limitation of the TEA. The TEA must truncate 
after 127 successive redundant samples have been 4. The techniques where the artificial preceding
received and-then establish a new NES and corridor. sample is transmitted allow more compression.
 
This limitation will allow only 81 NRS and a maxi­
mum CR of 123 5. 
 , To determine the relative effectiveness of the 
techniques, the same data are redrawn (Fig. 3)Some observations from Figure 2 worth noting for a more practical range of tolerances. The result 
are: are: 
1. The ZVA technique reaches the first plateau i. More compression can be achieved with the 
much sooner than the ZFN because of the variable first-order techniques because they are derived from 
corridor of the ZVA technique. Its corridor can, the principle of slope and the sine wave has a slope,
effectively, be larger than that of the ZFN technique to some degree. 
for the same tolerance selection. More compression
is achieved with the ZVA technique. 2. The ZVA technique becomes superior to the 
FFP technique at a tlerane of 3 percent. 
2. The FFP technique never reaches maximum 
CR because of its corridor construction, where the 3. The ZFN is a poor performer. 
first two data samples are required to establish the 
fixed corridor. This corridor can never encompass The rms-error for'a given tolerance (Fig. 4) is 
the entire signal; therefore, at least two NRS per equal in importance-to the amount of compression at 
cycle will always exist. a given tolerance. The maximum error will occur 
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when the tolerance completely encompasses the data Triangle Wave 
source, giving one NRS. If the NRS is located at a 
peak of the sine wave, the maximum error will be: The response of the techniques to a triangle wave 
is similar to that of a sine wave. This can be seen 
from the plot of CR as a function of tolerance (Fig. 
I I t dl 	 6). Once again, for the same reasons as stated be-
So 	 r fore, the CR reaches plateaus. All peculiarities
. maximu m e error =- ,0.35 100 = 17e - mentioned before apply for the triangle wave. 
If the NRS is located at the midpoint of the wave, the The same data are redrawn (Fig. 7) so that 
maximum error will be: comparisons can be made for a more practical range 
of tolerances. The performance of the zero-order 
2- ,techniques is almost unchanged, while that of the 
-i i. dl first-order techniques is improved. The FFP tech-
Tomaximum rme error 055 100 = Ho nique is noticeably improved at the lower tolerances,
.,s5 which is expected since the triangle has a well defined 
slope. 
It can be seen that the rms error continues to increase 
as the tolerance is increased, even during the periods RMS error as a function of tolerance (Fig. 8) is 
in which the CR remained constant. This ocurs be- also very similar to that of a sine wave; however,
 
cause the sizes of the corridors within a cycle do not the errors are larger. It can be shown that the maxi-
Iremain equal as the tolerance is increased; that is, mum theoretical error will occur when there is only
 
there will be more redundant samples in one corri- one NRS. If that sample occurs at the peak, the error
 
dor than another, thus creating a greater error. An will be:
 
exception occurs when the tolerance is increased to
 
a point where the minimum possible number of NRS
 
occurs. At this point, the NtS becomes stable and[
 
the rms error remains constant. Since the FFP
 
technique does not allow the minimum number of /0maximum Me 0.287 x -00 = 200%
 
NRS, it will never reach maximum error. Also, the
 
ZVA technique will never reach maximum error. A
 
tolerance greater than 0.500 V will create the condi- If the NRS occurs at the midpoint of the waveshape,
 
tion of minimum N13S for this technique. Under the the error will be:
 
condition of minimum NRS, the techniques using the
 
artificial preceding sample as the transmitted sample
 
will have the least error. This results because the 1 . /j \2 1
 
adjustment is toward the center of the waveshape. [4 ty d]
 
Techniques with fixed.corridors, ZPN and FFP, Tomaxilnules error = 0.287 x 100 = 100%
 
have periods in which the error remains constant.
 
All of the techniques exhibit this to a degree, and it
 
occurs at the same point in which the CR remains The fixed corridor of the FFP technique follows
 
constant. 	 the slope of the triangle waveshape much closer;
 
consequently, it no longer has periods in which the
 
The same data are redrawn (Fig. 5) so that a rms error remains constant. Otherwise, the tech­
comparison can be made within a practical tolerance niques exhibit the same characteristics with one 
band. The FF2 technique has the least error, and important exception: technique FVA began to oscil­
the techniques with the adjusted preceding sample late. This is a result of the implementation, which 
have the largest error. may or may not be true for all implementations. For 
a well defined slope, all samples will be redundant 
Considering both CR and rns error, the FVA except the first one. With each redundant sample, 
and FVP techniques are definitely superior to the the corridor is updated, or decreased, until the 
other three. The FVA technique has the best per- upper and lower limits of the corridor essentially 
formance at low tolerances, but the FVP technique overlap. Thus, when an NES occurs, the midpoint 
becomes superior at a tolerance of about 4 percent. 	 of the corridor of the preceding sample is 
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Figure 6. Compression ratio as a function of tolerance for a triangle 
wave sampled at 10 000 samples per second. 
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calculated for the tratsmitted sample, At this point, 
the arithmetic process breaks intooscillations. 
Thus far, oscillatidxisihave-been detected only in the 
FVA technique. "(dt 
The same data are redrawn (Fig. 9) at lower 
tolerances. In comparison, the FVA and FVP'tech-
niques have more error and the FFP technique-has 
less error than they'did for the sine wave. Other-
wise, the results are, the same. 
Consolidating theCR and rms analyses shows 
which techniques areabest for this type of data. The 
zero-order techniques are poor performers. The 
FFP technique does not excel at low tolerances but 
improves to equal performance with the FVP tech-
nique at a tolerance of 0. 150 V. The FVA technique 
has the best performance at extremely low tolerances 
but is quickly surpassed by the FVP technique at a 
tolerance of 0. 050 V. Overal!, the FVP technique 
is superior. The~oscilations of the FVA technique 
could prove to be a serious-disadvantage in using 
this technique. This is based on the fact that many 
-practical measurements, such as pressure and 
temperature, would fit this type of data model. 
Square Wave 
Results from the plot of CR as a function of 
tolerance (Fig. i0) for a square wave differ radi-
cally from those obtained previously. 'Again, CB 
values reach plateaus,_ and the.same explanation 
holds true. However, the fixed corridor of the FFP 
technique now allows it to encompass the entire wave­
shape, thus giving the maximum value of CR. All 
techniques quickly reach maximum CR since the bi-
level wave is highly redundant. The difference here 
is that the zero-order techniques perform better 
than the first-order techniques. 
The data are redrawn (Fig. i) to illustrate 
this better. For the same value of tolerance, the 
zero-order techniques give the largest CR. 'Infact, 
all of the techniques give a comparatively larger 
value of CR. This is attributed to the data remain-
ing constant for half of the time. 
A study of the rms error over the full tolerance 
range (Fig. 12) shows, in comparison, a much 
smaller error for a given CR. Maximum error will 
again occur when there is only one NRS. When this 
sample occurs at the beak, the maximum error will 
be:
 
%maxi0urs error - . x 100 = 141% 
This is the only value considered, since there is 
slight probability a sample will occur anywhere else. 
The characteristics of a square wave do not 
allow maximum error to be achieved by any of the 
techniques. Minimum NES is qdickly achieved, 
and approximately half of the samples taken contri­
bute no error, 
The relative effectiveness bf the techniques can 
be realized from the redrawn data (Fig. I). All 
of the tedhuiques give only a small error for the 
first 4 to 5 percent of tolerance, At this point, the 
techniques with variable corridors begin to increase 
rapidly in error.. The ZFN and FFP techniques 
offer a very low error over a large tolerance range. 
In conclusion, considering both C and rms 
error, the ZVA and ZFN techniques give the best 
performance. However, the FVP and FFP tech­
niques -are equal to their performance at low toler­
ance in rms error, but provide only half as much CR. 
In general, technique FVA is a poor performer. 
CONCLUSiONS 
Three significant conclusions reinlted from this 
study. First, the telemetry redundancy analyzer 
facility can determine-which of the five data com­
pression techniques is best for any type of data. The 
same methods used on the simulated data could be 
used to determine the effectiveness of the techniques 
on data being generated by present and future data 
transmission systems. 
Secondly, the five techniques implemented in 
the facility have been defined; i. e. ,, their operation 
has been established. It is now possible to predict 
some, if not all, of the peculiarities of the technique. 
Whether these peculiarities will present advantages 
or disadvantages can be determined only with further 
study. For example, the oscillations that occurred 
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'with the FVA technique are a disadvantage. Only be drawn as to which technique is superior since 
further study will show if this technique should be deterministic signals would not be found in any 
rejected. Not all of the peculiarities can be attri- practical situation. It should also be noted that the 
buted to the techniques. For example, the TRA -, data were vastly oversampled. In spite of this, the 
must truncate after 127 successive redundant samples techniques have demonstrated that they are capable 
have been received. of removing redundahcy from.data. At least one of 
the techniques, FVP, has demonstrated that it has 
Finally, knowledge gained here is instrumental promise. This does not imply that the others do 
in establishing whether data compression techniques not, since the results can, at best, be termed pre­
offer any practical and beneficial use in data trans- liminary. As expected, one technique is not best 
mission systems. Certainly, no conclusions may , for all types of data. 
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By 
SUMMARY J. J. Clubb O 
SUMMARY 
Techniques and circuits used to design a highly 
flexible telemetry system are discussed. This 
single sideband/double sideband/constant bandwidth 
compatible system conforms to Inter-Range Instru-
mentation Group (IRIG) standards, 
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
-
Abbreviation Meaning 
AGC automatic gain control 
AM amplitude modulation 
CBW constant bandwidth 
DSB double sideband 
DSB/FM double sideband modulation of an 
FM carrier 
FDM frequency division multiplexer 
FM frequency modulation 
PLL phase-locked loop 
QDSB quadrature double sideband 
RC resistance capacitance 
rf radio frequency 
SSB single sideband 
SSB/FM, single sideband modulation of an 
SS/FM FM carrier 
INTRODKqTION 9 2 3 
i As early as 1966, the telemetry-community was 
confronted with the critical problem-of perfecting 
techniques to transmit shock, vibration, and acoustic 
inf6rmation. Although moderately small quantities 
of wideband data channels had been a typical measur­
ing requirement for more than a decade, the need for 
better methods to transmit these measurements had 
increased enormously. In.addition to greatly in­
creased numbers of channels, the users were also 
requesting that the performance be improved to pro­
vide do response and waveform reproductionf and to 
allow, cross-correlation from channel to chamel. 
i 
Some of the items responsible for these increases 
are the following: the physical size of space vehicles 
such as the Saturn requires a large number of dynam­
ics measurements; the tremendous cost 6f'building 
a large, complex space vehicle dictates that there 
be very few developmental launches; and very early 
in almost any program, man will probably be a 
passenger. Consider also the catastrophic effects 
that a vehicle failure can have on-an entire program. 
For these reasons, the vibration and acoustic param­
eters of the vehicle must be defined as early -and as 
completely as possible. To accomplish this,- as 
many measurements as possible must be made on 
elach flight. The effort described here'deals with 
the study and development of hardware to-meet the 
known and projected requirements for wideband 
data using AM baseband techniques. 
APPROACH
 
The first step in solving this problem was to
 
determine the techniques that could potentially pro­
vide the desired performance. A study revealed
 
that three techniques had good possibilities in this
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area: 
I. SS/FM 
-singlesideband suppressed
carrier naipftudepmodulation on a frequency mcdu-lated carier. 
2. 1DSB/FM ­ double sideband suppressed
carrier amplitudq>modulation subearriers on a fre-
quency modulated carrier. 
3. CBW FM/FM 
-constant bandwidth FM/FM 
- arrangements of FM/FM channels with uniform 
response. 
response.lem 

Each of these techniques has certain capabillties
and limitations that will be described in more detail. 
SSIFM 
Since telemetry equipment using the SS/FMtechnique has been utilized in recent years in the 
Saturn and certi'h Titan programs, early efforts 
were spent in determining any possible limitations 
and how SS/FM miiight be improved to the point of 
meeting the increased requirements, 
The early equipment was designed primarily toprovide data for power spectral density analysis and 
consequently was a nonphase coherent system. The 
phase response of individual channels and the uni­
formity of phase characteristics between channelswere not adequate for measurements requiring wave-form reproduction or cross-correation analysis,
Another problem was poor low frequency response
along with large passband ripple. These deficiencies 
were primarily the result of implementation and 
component limitations rather than inherent short­
comings in the SS/FM technique. 
An ideal SS/FM channel would provide do channel 
response with a carrier component of fixed phase
carrying the dc information. However, the tech-
nology for generating and detecting such a signal
does not now exist, and do response for SS/FM will 

probably not be achieved in the near future. 
 Tech-
nology has progressed to the pointwhere a con-
siderable improvement over the earlier SS/FM 
system is possible. Although do response could notbe accomplished, channels having low passband
ripple, uniform channel-to-channel phase response, 
and a low frequency response of 10 Hz were achieved, 
Even though do response was not possible forSS/FM, this technique was not completely rejectedbecause it has two very taiorable characteristics. 
In a typical measuring program foewhalf or more of
the total wideband channels, the user's only interest 
is power spectral density and SS/FM is ideally suitedto provide this. The other factor Is rf bandwidth
utilization efficiency. In most measuring programs,
the wideband data occupy 90 percent or more of the 
total rf bandwidth required to transmit all of themeasurements. The availability of rf spectra isnow limited and probably will become a critical prob­
in the future. Therefore, any system must havegood bandwidth utilization efficiency. SS/FM has atwo to one advaintage over most other techniques.

For these reasons, 
SS/FM was not completely dis­
carded as a candidate. 
DSB/FM 
For some applications, low frequency response
and in many cases do response along with good wave­form reproduction are rigid requirements, Wideband 
data channels having do response along with excellent 
phase characteristics can be achieved by the DSB/FM 
technique. As in SS/FM, do information is providedbyi carrier of fixed phase. In contrast to SS/FM,

the generation and detection of this type 6f signal
 
are well within the piesent state of the art. 
A DSB/FM channel occupies twice the frequency
space required for an SSB/FM channel. Therefore,

with DSB/FM the. data bandwidth accommodated is
halved, or else only.half as many channels can be
 
handled per system.
 
A variation in the DSB/FM technique that will
increase the bandwidth utilization efficiency is QDSBi/
FM, In QDSB/FM 
 two data channels modulate carriers 
of the same frequency but differing in phase by 90degrees. This allows two channels to occupy the fre­quency space normally occupied by one. Demodula­
tion of a QSB/FM signal is much more difficult
than demodaon of a normal DSB/FM signal because 
any deviation from the 90-degree phase difference of 
the reinserted carriers will result in increased
channel intermodulation. However, internodulatlon 
distortion of less than I percent has been achieved 
for QDSB/FM. 
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CBW FM/FM halved, alternate channels must be deleted, or the QDSB technique must be used for DSB channels. 
Constant bandMidth is a variation of the familiar The hybrid baseband system was designed toFM/FM technique, and this discussion covers AM achieve compatibility with existing as well as con­
baseband techniques. CBW FM/FM will not be templated telemetry standards. Compatibility was discussed further except to point out that it has accomplished through judicious arrangements of 
certain advantages in some cases and disadvantages interchangeable "plug in" assemblies of "universal" 
in others, circuit designs. 
As is the usual case, there were two similar but 
COMPATIBLE SSB/DSB/CBW distinct problem areas in designing equipment for this 
system: a multiplexer operation where many signals
'are combined for transmission as one composite
From the preceding discussion, note that each signal, and a demultiplexer operation where the com­
technique offers features that are advantageous to ponents of the composite signal are separated and the
the data user but neither technique provides all of original signals are recovered. The multiplexer will,
the transmission capabilities and characteristics in almost all cases, be used in an airborne applica­
that one might prefer. For a given wideband data tion; therefore, size, weight, power consunption,
application, assuming equal availability of equip- and intended environment must be major considerations 
ment, the user's selection of a technique would during the design. For the demultiplexer these were 
likely vary with the specific requirements and data only minor considerations since it is.usuall: ground­
characteristics. If the user was primarily interested based in a controlled environment. 
in power spectral density, he would probably choose 
SSB/FM to minimize rf power and spectral require- The multiplexer shown in Figure I is typical of 
ments. On the other hand, if the measurement an airborne unit for use with wideband data. 
required dc response and phase correlation over a 
relatively wide frequency range, the user might The multiplexer will accept up to 24 data channels 
select DSB/FM. If the user's primary interest was plus a special service channel. The multiplexer is
medium response channels to reproduce waveforms capable of SSB operation or DSB operation. Channel
with low distortion and a high signal-to-noise ratio, frequency allocations are every 4 kHz from 4 kHz to 
then CBW FM/FM might be a better choice. 104 kHz with 64 kHz and 68 kHz used for pilot and " 
reference tones. The channels illustrated in FigureAn optimum system would allow the user to 2 allow data frequencies of 10 Hz to 2000 Hz on all 
select the type of channel that best suited his needs. 24 channels during SSB operation, do to 1000 Hz onToward this goal, a hybrid system that allows each all 24 channels or dc to 2000 Hz on 12 channels during
channel to use either of.the techniques has been DSB operation, or any compatible combination thereof. 
developed. This hybrid concept permits a flexible 
intermixing of SSB, DSB, or CBW subearriers on The channels can be combined in any manner at 
an rf link. either combiner A or combiner B;however, the pilot 
tone always goes to combiner A and the reference 
tone to combiner B. The output of combiner A is 
MULTI PLEXER passed through an AGC circuit before being passed 
on to combiner B. The two paths allow portions of
the data to bypass the AGC loop if desired. The 
pilot tone serves as an amplitude and frequency
The major problems involved in the design of reference for the demodulation process in the demulti-
AM baseband equipment are: (1) subcarrier summing;, plexer. The reference tone serves to remove ambi­(2) automatic gain control and correction; and (3) gdities inherent in the carrier synthesis operation.
derivation and reconstruction of carriers. These prob-,
lems are almost the same for either SSB or DSB. , The multiplexer is a phase coherent system;
It is only necessary to either use or bypass sideband therefore, all channel, pilot, and reference frequencies
filtering in the multiplex operation and make minor are developed in 26 separate voltage-controlled crystal
changes in the demultiplexer equipment to accommo- oscillators that are phase-locked to components of a 
date either type of channel. Since DSB occupies twice harmonic spectrum that is derived from an extremely
the bandwidth of SSB, the data bandwidth must be stable master oscillator. 
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Figure 2. Multiplexer composite output. 
A channel unit consists of input buffer stages, there will be a tape recorder in the interface between 
a wide-band phase-shifter, three balanced modula- the multiplexer and the demultiplexer. The recorder 
tors, a summing amplifier, and a low-pass filter, will impact dynamic time base errors on everything 
Provisions are contained so that any channel may be in the composite signal. This one factor-alone 
switched to either SSB or DSB. Provisions are also greatly increases the demands placed upon the de­
contained for changing the channel units to accept multiplexer performance. 
signals riding on either a 0 Vdc or 2. 5 Vdc reference 
level. All channel units use a double-frequency The circuitry used to separate the pilot tone 
translation modulation technique that makes each . from the composite signal, in this case a phase­
channel unit frequency independent and eases the locked loop, must be able to accurately track as 
filter design problems. the pilot frequency is disturbed by speed errors in the 
tape recorder. This suggests a loop with a relatively 
The multiplexer achieves a-carrier and null wide bandwidth, but the loop bandwidth should be re­
signal suppression of 50 dB for both SSB and DSB stricted to prevent noise in the baseband around the 
operation and 50 dB of sideband suppression in the pilot frequency from disturbing the loop. These 
SSB mode (Figs. 3 and 4). The amount of sideband requirements are in conflict, and the design of the 
suppression achieved during SSB operation is deter- pilot extraction circuits was one of the most difficult 
mined by the accuracy with which quadrature is problems that had to be solved. 
achieved. For the case of the data frequencies, the* 
frequency can range from 10 Hz to 2000 Hz. A Another difficult problem was matching the time 
quadrative accuracy of 90 ±0. 16 degrees is necessary delay through the different paths that the carrier in­
at all frequencies to obtain a sideband suppression of formation and the data information must travel. As 
50 dB. The circuit selected to accomplish this is a Figure 5 illustrates, it was necessary to process the 
10-pole RC wideband phase-difference network, composite signal in parts to equalize the delay. The 
low frequency portion is up-converted before being 
subjected to filtering. The frequency is then cor­
rected in later operations for the low frequency per-DEMULTI PLEXER tion of the composite signal. 
A multiplexer is usually designed to a fixed set Figure 6, an expanded version of Figure 5, illus­
of requirements to fulfill a particular mission. The trates the various options that the demultiplexer 
demultiplexer, however, should be a universal type provides to the user. This system is versatile enough 
having parameters that may be easily selected to be that it will be suitable for all except the very specialized 
compatible with many different multiplexers. In or unusual multiplexers. Table i contains a list of the 
almost any working application of such a system, important parameters for this system. 
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TABLE 1. EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
SpecificationItem 
10 Hz to 176 kHzFrequency 

Greater than 10 K
Impedance 
0.24 to 4 V ms
-Input level 
0. 4 s (attack),Preregulator attack and 
recovery time 	 0. 9 s (recovery) 
A 0. 25 dB for 26 dB change in Input levelPilot regulator output (AGC) 

AGC attack and recovery time Selectable from 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 me, ± 10 percent
 
44 subcarties accommodating 4 kHz to 176 kHz
Suboarrier generation 

in 4-kHz steps
 
0 to 360 degSubarrler phase 
Operable with reference toneon any odd harmonic ofSubcarrier ambiguity remover 

4 kHz
 
4, 8. 16, 3ia Sf,' or i28:kHnPilot frequencies 
Pilot PLL bandwidthrcontrol 	 Front panel selectable: 50, 100, 260 Hz or 500 Hz closed 
loop half bandwidth 
Generates alarm in event that one or more of the -followingAlarm Funbtion 

conditions are obtained:
 
S/N ratio below prescribed level 
Flutter (on pilot) in excess of t percent 
Pilot level not within j0. 5 percent of prescribed level 
Input level below 0. 25 V rtns 
'Pilot frequency in exbess df *I percent 
Channel Units 
Channel output quality (24 channels) No more than 0. 3 percent degradation referred to full 
scale 
Each channel capable of handling QDSB or SSBSubcarrier capability 
DSB - 0 deg and DfB - 90 deg simultaneously available,Subcarrier modulation mode 
or upper and lower sideband 
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TABLE 1. (Concluded) 
Item 	 Specification 
Phasing network frequency range 10 Hz to 3 kHz 
Rejection level More than 50 dB 
Filter output Flat to 0.1 dB over full range, de to I kHz and dc to 2 kHz 
Rolloff 	 36 dB/oct 
Output 	 14 V peak-to-peak across 300 2 
Time correlation (channel-to-channel) 	 Within 5 ps at any frequency 
Linearity 	 Within 0. 1 dB over a 50 dB change in input 
Intermodulation (each channel) 	 50 dB down from full scale mid-frequency response with 
all other channels loaded to full response individually 
Total error .	 Less than 0.5 percent referred'to full scale with all other 
channels loaded half scale with noncoherent noise, 
Tape recorded data input 	 System meets detail design requirements when using data 
subjected to perturbations induced by tape recorder WOW 
and flutter for rates equal to or below 500 Hz 
° 
Temperature range through which + 15 to 35 C
 
equipment is operable
 
OVERALL PERFORMANCE 
The complete system has been extensively - " ­
tested both with and without a tape recorder in the ­
interface between the-multiplexer and the demulti­
plexer. The tests demonstrated that this system has - ... '+ ..-+.,,4,,, ,, 1 'f -H-I"' 

good dc response, excellent phase characteritics,
 
and faithful waveform reproduction. To illustrate­
the performance, various frequency square waves SUAnS WAVERESPONSE "
 
were applied to the input and photographs-were made 
of the corresponding output. Figure 7 is the output E$zSUABEWAVEINPr StGNALAPPLIEOTOAOOUBLESIDEANDCNANNE 
for a 50-Hz square wave-input. Figure 7 shows the 
overall system performance very well and demon­
strates that the working system does meet the Figure 7. System performance. 
original design goals. 
problems were found, and actual equipment was built 
and tested as a means of verifying acceptable per-
CONCLUS IoNS formance using present state-of-the-art components. 
The initial goals of this work have been met A system of this type is well suited for aerospace 
successfully in that techniques to transmit wideband applications where shock, vibration, or acoustic types 
data have been perfected. Solutions to the major of data must be efficiently processed. 
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HIGH STABILITY FM TV TRANSMITTER WITH
 
SAMPLED AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
 
0%1"293

By
A~~~ ~~ n.a 
M. A. Honnelt'-N 1 - 9 z 
SUMMARY 

An S-band frequency-modulated (FM) television 
transmitter designed to drive a traveling-wave-tube 
amplifier is described. It provides an 18-MHz peak­
to-peak deviation at video frequencies up to 10 MHz. 
A frequency stability of :0. 001 percent is achieved 
by alternately sampling the voltage-controlled 
oscillator (VCO) signal during the backporch interval 
of the video signal and a crystal-controlled reference 
signal at~intervals between the sync pulse. 
INTRODUCTI oN 
During the past several years the Instrumentation 
and Communication Division of the Astrionios Labo­
ratory has supported the-successful development of 
L- and S-band frequency-modulated television trans-
mitters with video bandwidths exceeding those of 
conmercial TV broadcasting systems and with power 
outputs up to 5 W. These transmitters were used for 
such tasks as the viewing of the panel deployment on 
the Pegasus, the viewing of liquid hydrogen in orbit, 
and the study of radar altimeter pulses reflected 
from the ocean, 
The TV transmitters developed for these missions 
used open-loop systems with voltage-controlled-oscil­
lators carefully temperature-compensated for the 
required frequency stability. . This compensation 
process is slow, and the open-loop system provides 
no protection against frequency drift caused by aging 
effects. The major advantages of the open-loop 
designs employed are (i) circuit simplicity, (2) wide 
frequency deviation, and (3) direct current response. 
A better solution of the frequency-control~prob­
lem is obtained by up-converting the VCO signal-by 
mixing it with a crystal-controlled high frequency 
signal. This system also suffers from aging drifts 
and presents modulation linearity problems when wide 
frequency deviation is required. 
A sampled automatic frequency control (AFC) 
system is capable of providing-good frequency stability 
and permits wide frequency deviation with good line­
arity. ' Furthermore, in an FM TV transmitter, good 
low frequency responsemay be obtained by clamping 
th6 video-modulated signal to a fixed reference fre­
quency. The price paidfor this performance is one 
of greatly increased circuit complexity. The avail­
ability of integrated circuits to perform amplifying 
and logic functions led to the decision to utilize a 
sampled AFC system in the S-band FM televisionf 
transmitter shown in Figure 1. 
The upper part of the geld-plated aluminum case 
contains the radio-frequency (rf) circuits, a 
switching-logic section, the sampled AFC system, 
and a crystal-controlled reference signal source. 
The lower part of the case contains the dc-to-dc 
converter. Individual compartments are provided for 
critical circuit modules. Coaxial transmission lines 
are used for all radio-frequency and switching signal 
interconnections. The dc-supply voltages are dis-, 
tributed through multisection rf-fiiters to each individ­
ual circuit module. ", 
SPECIFICATIONS 
The transmitter specifications tabulated in Table 1 
require an easily achievable S-band powerinput of 
80 mW to drive a traveling-wave-tube amplifier. 
The author wishes to acknowledge that Dr. W. E. Faust and Dr. -Harry L. Deffebach as graduate students under 
the author's supervision developed the transmitter for NASA project NASS-1 1184. 
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22 cm 
21 cm 
( P VIDEO 
FM TV TRANSMITTER 
MODEL "SERIAL NO 
=WEIGHT 4.5 kg 
Figure 1. S-band:FM television transmitter. 
TABLE 1. SPECIFICATIONS OF S-BAND FM An appreciation of the problem involved may be 
TV TRANSMITTER obtained by looking-at the video input signal for one 
horizontal line shown in Figure 2. It is noted that 
the backporch (BP) is clamped to 0 V. To transmit 
Video input impedance 
- 75 0 this signal in a minimum bandwidth, the BP of theVideo input-signal 1.4 V peak-to- frequency-modulated signal is clamped to the 2250(negative, sync tip) peak MHz carrier reference frequency. The instantaneousVideo bandwidth (±1 dB) 10 MHz. frequency excursion-is 5. 15 MHz downward and a 
Vertical field frequency 60 Hz, 2/1 inter- maximum of 12.,85 MHz upward, corresponding to a 
lace maximum white signal.
Horizontal scan fre­
quency 15 750 Hz This is achievedby sampling the signal at theModulation - FM 18 MHz peak-to- output of the VCO during the BP interval and com­
peak paring the frequency of this signal with a sample ofBackporch frequency 2250 MHz a crystal-controliedrequency. The BP of theFrequency stability modulating video signal is then clamped to the errorlimit i0. 01 percent signal with the proper polarity to correct the VCORf bandwidth (:Ad dB) 20 MHz frequency during this interval.
 
Rf power output 80 mW
 
Rf output impedance 50 fQ
Power input 28 Vdc, 6oomA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
 
Case Pressurized
 
Dimensions r 9 by 21 by 22 cm
Weight 4.5 kg A simplified block diagram of the system is 
shown in Figure 3. Solid-state circuit devices are 
used throughout.
The input video signal has the same scanning stan­
dards as used in tklevislon broadcasting. The The FM signal section along the top of Figure 3
specifications of 18 MHz peak-to-peak deviation for receives a 1.4-V peak-to-peak video signal for maxi­
modulation frequencies up to 10 MHz and a frequency mum deviation. This signal is amplified to 1. 8 V
stability limit of 0. 01 percent are particularly peak-to-peak to-deviate the frequency of the VCOdifficult to meet. 1. 8 MHz peak-to-peak. The output of the VCO 
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Figure 2. Video sighal and carrier frequency deviation. 
is amplified to a 3-W level at 225 MHz which is used A second sampling diode switch follows the 
to drive a tnes-ten frequency multiplier utilizing a discriminator to sample the discriminator output 
step-recovery diode. The frequency deviation at this signal from the VCO for 3. 5 ps during the BP inter­
point is 18 MHz peak-to-peak. The 2250-MHz output val and the signal from the reference oscillator for 
is passed through a bandpass filter to reduce spurious 7 ps centered at H/2. 
sideband frequencies. 
The second sampling switch serves as.a time-
Along the right side of Figure 3 is a 45-MHz domain filter and removes transient and beat­
crystal-controlled reference signal source followed frequencysignals produced in the rf switch circuit. 
by a times-four transistor frequency multiplier and Video modulation-from the VCO signal is also removed 
a,180-MHzamplifier. The 180-MHz output is , by this-switch. 
heterodyned.with a 225-MHz signal from the amplifier 
following the VCO to produce a signal of 45 MHz plus The qutput from the'switch is a pair of pulses 
the frequency error. A diode switch alternately centered at BP and at H/2 whose amplitudes are pro­
gates thissignal and the 45-MHz reference signal portional to the frequencies of the VCO and of the 
through a two-stage limiter to the-discriminator, reference oscillator. The difference in the ampli­
tudes of these pulses is proportional to the error in, 
The 45+E MHz VCO signal is sampled by a diode - the VCO frequency. Because the discriminator out­
rfswitch for approximately half a- horizontal sync - put signal is later clamped, the discriminator zero 
period (33,s) with the midpoint of the sample produces only a second-order effect. 
centered on the BP of the video signal. The 45-MHz 
reference signal is sampled for the remainder of the The train of pulses from the switch is amplified 
horizontal period (30 ps) and is centered at H/2. by a large factor and is then fed to a clamping circuit. 
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Figure 3. FM television transmitter with-sampled AFC. 
where the peak of the 7-ps reference pulse is clamped
to 0 V. The peak voltage of the VCO pulse i n 
directly proportional to the error in the VCO fre­
quency. This waveform is amplified by a: do ampli­fier and has a do voltage added to it to bias the 
varactor in the VCO circuit to the desired operating 
point. 
.iThe error sampling occurs In the sample-and-
clamp circuit that samples the sum of the error 
signal and the VCO bias for 1.5 js during BP and
clamps the BP of the incoming video waveform to 
this voltage. The hold capacitor C charges to the 
peak value of this voltage during BP intervals anddischarges with a time constant of approximately
30 H. The error voltage is of the proper polarityto correct the frequency of the VCO. The AFC loop
reduces the effect of varactor bias drifts. 
SSWITCHING PULSES 
The sync stripper circuit develops a pulse
signal by stripping the horlzontal and vertical syn­
ohronizing pulsesfrom the incoming video signal
as shown in Figure 4. The stripped pulses are fedto the switching logic network, which sets up the proper switching pulses for the sampling switches. 
The logic network also provides the appropriate
sampling signals during the vertical synchronizing
pulse intervals. 
Figure 4 shows the 30-ps rf sampling pulse,
the 7-ps reference oscillator clamping pulse, the3.5- and 7-ps discriminator output sampling pulses,
and the 1. 6-ps error sampling and clamping pulse. 
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Figure 4. 
Note that it is ,possible to reference the transmitter 
frequency to the tip of the sync pulse rather than to 
the BP. 
ERROR SIGNAL 
To reduce the drift of the discriminator zero 
away from the 45-MHz reference frequency, negative 
temperature coefficient capacitors are connected in 
parallel with the inductors in'the discriminator 
30js
 
7.s
 
u 
H/2
 
Switching pulses. 
circuit. The zero, however, rarely coincides with 
the reference frequency. A typical-error signal at 
the output of the discriminator with both the VCO 
and reference frequencies higher than the discrimi­
nator zero has the shape shown in Figure 5. This' 
particular signal is shown after the reference pulse 
at H/2 has been clamped to zero. Other pulse com­
binations are possible. 
The uppermost diagram in Figure 6 shows the 
incoming video signal clamped to 0 V. The hold 
capacitor in the sampling circuit at'the output of the 
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+V 	 video amplifier is charged to the voltage VC , which is the sum of the error voltage V and the varactor 
-
Eoan the varacto
"10 bias voltage. The lower diagrinrs'ows the voltage 
* 4plied to the (aractor in' the VCO ciFdait. this
• VEvoltage decays exponentially with-a time constant of
approximately 30 horizontal Sweep periods so that 
0RF it decays a negligible amount until the next sampleBP TIE is taken. The long time-constant of the hold circuitis used to prevent the frequency correction from 
DISC Z3.s 
_7 taking place at too rapid a rate to minimize pictures distortion. 
FREQUENCY STABILITY 
Figure 5. Discriminator output signal with An equation for the" output frequency stabilityreference voltage clamped to zero. factor derived from a-mathematical model of the FM
TV transmitter is t0i~eented in simplified form in 
Figure 7. This equation shows that the steady-'
state frequency stability is a function of (1) the s'ta­
bility factor of the reference oscillator, (2) the
stability factor of- the VCO divided'by the open-loopgain, (3) a disturbance term resulting from imper­
fect limiting that causes the discriminator zero drift 
TM -to affect the stability (this factor Is-reduced by theTIME "down conversion ratio), 'and (4) a disturbance term 
INCOMING VIDEO SIGNAL CLAMPED TOO0VOLTS causedby clamping inaccuracy, varactor bias volt­age drift, and sampling error. 
6
.. -VC 	 5o= R + 6KO 5 O - 6R) +KO [KC c + K868 + KSSJ 
VARACSOR V KO - Open Loop Gain (KoBIAS
 
TIME --> 

- Reference Oscillator Stability FactorERROR S IGNAL PLUS VARACTOR BIAS 
6V - VCO Stability Factor 
6L - Limiting Error Factor 
6. - Discriminator StabliitD 	 Factor 
VC KC6C - Clamping Error Factor
 
N 
 TIME "'6 B 
- Varactor Bias Drift Factor 
VIDEO SIGNAL CLAMPED TO Vc 
KS5 S - Sampling Error Factor
 
Figure 6. Video signal clamped to hold

capacitor voltage. Figure 7. Output frequency stability factor. 
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The curves of Figure 8 -werecomputed-by sub­
stituting typical values for the stability factors in the 0.01 - LIMIT
 
equation. The design limit of 0. 01-percent frequency 
 I 
stability is readily achievable with an open-loop gain 0.0( ' 
of 100 to 200 for a VCO frequency stability factor
 
from 0. 1 to 0.5 percent.
 
0.02 0.0i 
'N' 
0.01. 
__ _ _ _-__ _~0.001 
O '- 6v 0.% 
N 
­
I-6 
2-0.005-­
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REF 0.0011 ----­
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OPEN LOOP GAIN (KO) Figure 9. Measured frequency stability. 
Figure 8. Output frequency stability factor 60
 
versus open-ldop gain K0 (6V is VCO frequency CONCLUS iON$
 
stability factor).
 
A long term frequency stability measurement Four models of the sampled AFC FM TV trans­
was made over a temperature range of -20 to +85* C mitter have been fabricated. All models displayed 
by connecting the 225-MHz output of the VCO to a good frequency locking and holding characteristics 
digital frequency counter with a printing readout. under video modulationconditions. A frequency 
The measurement was made by disconnecting the measuring system is being developed to measure 
video waveform from the modulation input of the the backporch frequency of the transmitters under 
VCO and taking a counter reading of the unmodulated dynamic modulation conditions. 
output frequency of-the VCO as a function of tempera­
ture. Figure 9 shows the results obtained. The It is believed that mjost of the circuits in the 
measured frequency stability factor of less than transmitter may be duplicated in integrated and 
±0. 001 percent is more than an order of magnitude microcircuift form. The success of the design is 
better than the required stability factor of ±0 01 strongly dependent on the use of clean switches and 
percent. This result was unexpected because the. thorough interstage and,power supply filtering. 
stability factor of the crystal oscillator in develop­
mental form was measured to be -10.0008 percent. If a clocking pulse is made available, the trans­
mitter niay be used for wide-band telemetry pur-
The closed-loop output frequency of the trans- poses by making modifications in-the, switching logic 
mitter may be set to the reference frequency, or section. 
set above or below the reference frequency, by 
tuning a capacitor in the VCO circuit. The hold-in The possibility of incorporating a phase detector 
range at 200 C is approximately +0. 02 percent and to phase lock the VCO frequency with the reference 
-0.04 percent. frequency is now under investigation. 
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SPACE, STATION RY HAZARDS 
By 
Rk. N 9 nA. Inman 1 
SUMMARY 
Harmful biological effects that may be caused by 
exposure to microwave radiation are discussed. 
Typical values of radio-frequency (rf) power density 
in the vicinity of space station antennas are calculated 
and compared to existing microwave exposure stan­
dards. It is shown that the currently accepted limit 
for exposure to rf radiation can be exceeded easily 
in the near field of high gain antennas on the space 
station. 
INTRODUCTION 
There is currently much controversy and un-
certainty concerning the possible effects on the human 
body of exposure to electromagnetic energy in the 
microwave frequency range. The maximum safe 
level of radiation for all-day exposure is currently 
accepted in the United States as 10 mW/cm2 . However, 
there is some pressure for the adoption of a more 
stringent limit on exposure levels [I]. 
It is not the purpose of this document to enter 
the controversy concerning microwave radiation 
exposure standards. This is a matter for much 
further study. The purpose is to point out the pos-
sible biological effects, including the more contro­
versial effects, of overexposure to microwaves and 
to examine the possible levels of rf radiation to 
which personnel on the space station and similar 
spacecraft might be exposed. Because of the lack 
of a firm design for the space station, definite cal­
culations cannot be made at this time. However, 
some typical situations that might be encountered 
are examined for the possibility of radiation hazards. 
RF EXPOSURE STANDARDS 
In the United States, the currently accepted 
permissible level of rf radiation is 10 mW/cm for 
continuous exposure. Higher power densities are 
permitted for situations in which the time of exposure 
is controlled. For power densities from 10 to 100 
mW/cm2 , the allowable time of exposure is given by 
the formula 
T = 6000/W 2 , (I) 
where 'T is the allowable exposure time in mts/hr 
and W' is the power density expressed in mW/cm 2 
-

[2]. Examples of allowable exposure times are
 
given in Table 1. I 
TABLE 1.- EXAMPLES OF ALLOWABLE. 
EXPOSURE TIMES 
Exposure 
Power Density Time 
(mW/cm2 ) (mi/hr) 
10 60 
15 26.7 
20 15
 
25 9.6 
30 6.7 
40 3.7 
50 2.4 
Other countries, such as Sweden, have adopted a 
more conservative standard of 1.0 mW/cm 2. The 
Soviet Union enforces a very stringent maximum of 
0. 01 mW/cm 2 for all-day exposure. For exposures 
of 15 to 20 min/day, a power density of 1.0 mW/cm 2 
is allowed [3]. In many locations in the United States, 
the power densities resulting from conventional tele­
vision broadcasts would exceed the Soviet standard. 
These widely differing standards have been one 
source of the controversy that has arisen. Another 
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area of controversy-is that of the biological effects 
caused by exposureo rf radiationi. Some effects, 
however, have been bonclusiv9 ly proven. Themost widely accepte're the 'mal effects resulting
from the heat produced by the excitation of atoms
exposed to rf radiatibn.' 
B.IO WAGCAL EFFECTS 
When the humanbody is exposed to microwave 
energy, the body reflects part of the en~rky, ab-
sorbs part of it, and transmits the remainder. At 
frequencies from 150 to 1000 MHz, about 40 percent 
of the energy id absorbed. At frequencies above3000 MHz, 40 percent is also absorbed. In the fre-
quency range from 1000 to 3000 MHz, the percentage
of energy absorbed is determined by the composition
of the body, in-particular the thickness of the skin
and fat layers and the moisture content. From 20 
to 100 percent of the incident energy may be absorbed. 
The depth of penetration into the body also 

depends on the frequency of the radiation. Below

'000 MHz, penetration is deep and vital organs are 

'heated. Above 3000 MHz, 
 most of the heiting occurs
in the skin layers. In the range from 1000 to 3000 
MHz, a combination of these effects occurs, again
depending on frequency and body composition. Fat 
absorbs microwave energy poorly, vhile tissueswith a high water content are the best absorbers. 
These include muscle tissue 'and internalorgans [4]. 
Formation of cataracts in the eyes is another 

effect of microwave radiation that has been demon-

strated in both humans and experimental animals,

This has been widely accepted as a thermal effect,
but there are researchers who disagree that heat is

the basic cause of these cataracts, 

There have been some alleged cases of death 

resulting from exposure 
to very high microwave 
power densities. Some people can hear 'abuzz when 
exposed to microwave radiation. People who are 
otherwise deaf have experienced this effect. Asense-of warmth may also be experienced by those 
exposed to microwave radiation,, especially in thefrequency rang6 from 8 to 26 GHz. Stomach dis-
tress and nauseta have occurred in cases of expo-
sure to radar at power 'densities as low as 5 to 10 
mW/cm2. This effect is usually associated with the 
frequency range from 8 to 12 GHz. 
There'are other, niu6e c6hirversIal, effects 
of exposure-to microwave radiation. These effects 
are referred to as "athermal' effects, because they
apparently are not caused by heat. Iamost cases, 
the mechanism by which these effects are produced 
remains unexplained. Many of these athermaleffects have been reported by researchers in the 
Soviet Union and are not widely adcepted in this
country. However, there has been some work in 
the United States that supports the existence of
athermal effects, and it Is considered worthwhile 
to mention some of these effects. 
One of these reported effects is a decrease in 
the rate of contraction of the heart muscle caused 
by prolonged expodure to low level microwave 
energy.. This may be, accompanied by low blood pressure and chankes in the composition of the blood.
An increase in the histamine content of the blood 
signifies that the body is reacting to aroutside in­fluence.
 
Enlargement and increased activity of'the thyroid
gland have also been reported. Hormone imbalances 
and changes inthd central nervous system are other 
nofitheimal effedts of'exposure to microwave radia­
tion, even.at lqw power densities.' 
Other symptoms 
-have also been reported, butbecause of the nature of these symptoms, causes and 
effects are not easily measured. Extreme tiredness,headaches, disruption of sleep, loss of appetite,
fainting, and memory difficulties are reported to be
 
among the effects of exposure to low level micro­
wave energy. The Soviet researchers have also

reported behavioral alterations following long periods
of exposure to low level microwave energy. These 
behavioral alterations are reported to appear in theform of unstable mood, antiiety, irritability, andhypochondriac reactions. All of these reported lowlevel effects are apparently reversible, although 
some may take up to 2 months to disappear. 
Even though these athermal effects may not be 
accepted widely, the possibility of their occurrence,
along with the other more accepted effects, is suffi­
cient to demonstrate the need for protecting person­
nel from such exposure. 
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POWER DENSITY CALCULATIONS 
Far Field 
The far field of an antenna begins, by definition, 
IdistanceR meters, where 
R = 2d2 /X meters (2) 
d is the largest linear dimension
.nthis expression, 
Afthe antenna [5] and X is the wavelength of the 
the only significantradiation.! Beyond this range, 
'ield mode existing is that containing the outwardly 
radiated power, so that power density varies as 
I/R2 At ranges in the near field,"however, a signif­.
 
ient part of the power exists in complex modes 
In thethat do notcontribute to the radiated power. 
near field,i therefore, the power density nd longer 
varies as 1/112 . 
Low. Gain Antennas 
The power density in W/m at a distance H 
meters from a lossless, isotropic antenna is given 
by theformula 
()
W/m 2 = Prsd!/4T 
is The power in watts radiated from,in which 'rad 
the antenna. If the antenna is not'isotropic but has 
a direetivity D , the expression for maximum 
power density becomes 
Wmax/m2= PrD/4vrB2 (4) 
The maximum power density would exist only in the 
direction of maximum radiation, or the direction of 
the peak of the antenna pattern. For the general 
case of an antenna having both directivity and losses, 
the expression becomes 
Wmax/1 = pradD/41R 2 (5) 
where 71 is the efficiency of tbe.antenna. Since the 
gain of the antenna is given-by 
A. A. INMAN 
()G Thi 
the expression-for maximum power density becomes 
= prG/4-rR2 (7)
(Wmax/ 

High Gain Parabolic Antennas 
Formulas and curves of axial power density for
 
parabolic antennas are given in'Reference 6, pages
 
The axial power densityin mW/ce2186 and187. 

at a distance 2d2/A meters from the antenna is given
 
in Reference 6-in the form
 
2
mW/cn =114.64Pkw/d2 (8) 
where d is the antenna diameter in meters and
 
Pkw is the radiated power-in kWM The curve on
 
page 187 of Reference 6 shows the axial power
 
seen
density variation in the near field. It can be 
that the axial power density in the near field can be
 
as much as 41 times as great as the axial power
 
density existing at the 2dX/X distance. This maxi­
mum occurs at approximately one-tenth of the far
 
field distance.
 
Using these curves and-the equations that have 
been given, some possible radiation levels, on the 
space station have been calculated and are shown in 
For low gain antenas, equation. (7)Tables 2 and 3. 

has been used to calculate power-density. For the
 
high gain parabolic antennas, the equations and
 
curves given in Reference 6 have been used.
 
POWER DENS ITY VERSUS PARABOLIC 
ANTENNA PARAMETERS 
For constant frequency and radiated power, the 
power density at the far field distance decreases as 
the antenna-gain increases. This variation is inver­
sely proportional and also applies to the maximum 
power density point at one-tenth of-the far field dis­
tance. It should be remembered: however, that these 
distances increase in direct proportion to antenna gain. 
If antenna size and transmitted power are the 
parameters held constant and if the frequency is 
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TABLE 2. tXAMPLES OF LOW GAIN ANTENNA RADIATION LEVELS AT 20 W POWER 
Distance from Antenna Maximum, Power Dexisity 
.. (m) (mW/cm 2 ) 
Case I 
0 d8 antehla gain (G=1) 1 0. 159 
5 0-,0064
10 0.0916 
50 0.00006
 
Case H 
6 dB antenna gain (G -4) 1 0.637 
5 0.025 
10 0.0064 
50 0.00025 
TABLE 3. EXAMPLES OF HIGH GAIN PARABOLIC ANTENNA RADIATION LEVELS AT 20 W POWERa 
Maximum Axial 
Frequency(MHz) 
Antenna 
Diameter 
Em (ft)] 
N A 
Near Fsld 
Distance 
(m) 
Maximum Axial 
Power Density 
at 2d1/A
(mWlem -) 
Power Density 
at One-Tenth of 
2<P/k 
(mW/em2) 
Case ,11 
20dB antenna gain 
(G =100) 
250 
1000 
2200 
5.17 (17) 
1.28 (4.2) 
0.58 (1.9) 
44.1 
10.7 
4.87 
0.011 
0.18 
0.88 
0.451 at 
7.38 at 
386.1 at 
4.41m 
1.07m 
0.487m 
Case IV 
30dB antenna gain 
(G=1006) 
1 000 
2200 
3.96 (13) 
1.82 (6) 
104 
48.7 
0.0188 
0.088 
0.77 
3.61 
at 10.4 
at 4.87m 
6 000 0.67 (2.2) 17.6 0.655 26.85 at 1.76m 
Case V 
45 d73 antenna gain 
(G = 32 o0) 4000 10000 
5.78 (19) 
2.28 (7.5) 
882 
335 
0.0088 
0.057 
0. 361 at 
2.32 at 
88.2m 
33.6 m 
15 000 1.52 (5) 228 0.127 5.21 at 22.8 m 
a. Power densities for transmitted powers other than 20 W may be found bj multiplying the given powerdensities"by P/20, where P is the desired power in watts. When the beams of two or more 
antennas overlap, the power density should be considered as the sum of the individual power densities. 
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varied, it is found that the power density at the far but'it allows 10-percent transmission at 12 GHz. 
field distance remains constant. However, the far Glass will allow 40- to 65-percent transmissioni, 
field distance is dependent on the frequency, since depending upon-the frequency of the incident energy. 
it is proportional to it. 
When shielding an area against microwave 
If antenna gain and radiated power are kept energy, one should consider the possibility of re­
constant, the far field power density increases as flected or refracted waves. The path of least 
the square of the frequency. However, the distance attenuation~should always be considered. 
to the far field decreases as the frequency increases 
in this case. These same statements apply to-the 
maximum power density point occurring at one- CONCLUS IONS 
tenth of the far field distance. 
Power densities Were calculated here for low-
SHIELD ING FROM RF RADIATION gain antennas and high gain parabolic antennas. In 
general, the power density in the field of an antenna 
will depend on the radiated power and the radiation 
Various materials may be used to shield per- pattern 'f the antenna. 
sonnel from rf radiation. A very'thin sheet of metal 
that is a g'ood conductor will provide nearly total It can be seen that a possible rf radiation 6x­
protection from direct radiation., This material posure hazard exists for, space station' personnel 
need be only a few skin depths thick at.the frequency exposed to the inain beam of'high gain antenias . The 
of the radiation. In the frequency'range'from I to greatest hazard exists in the near field region of the 
i2GHz, 60-by-60 mesh screen will allow only about high gain antennas, where power densities may 
1 percent of the incident radiation to pass. Window easily exceed 10mW/cm2. Care should be.taken to 
screening material (32-by-32 mesh) will pass less properly shield personnel against mfcrowave radiation 
than 2 percent in the same frequency range; 6.35- and to keep unshielded personnel out of the main beam 
mm rmesh will pass less than 2 percent at 1 GHz, and the near field of high gain antennas. 
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TELEVISION RESEARCH 
By 
C. T. Huggins ­ 2N71 
SUMMARY 

A solid-state television camera that has no 
imaging tube and has characteristics of a vidicon 
camera with resolution greater than the home TV 
receiver is discussed. A brief theory of operation 
is given along with changes to the structure and 
improvements in the response characteristics during 
the last 4 years of development. - The addressing 
problems and their solution for monolithic mosaics 
ofgreaterthan 50 000photo-transistors arb discussed. 
A; systemvfor testing and evaluating the mosaics with 
200 000 elements is described. An ultimate model 
projection of the solid-state camera is given, 
INTRODUCTION 
In the 4 years since the last report on this pro-
ject in this Research Achievement Review series [i], 
great strides have been made by many groups in the 
area of image sensors. This is particularly true in 
the areas of solid-state image converters and periph-
eral video and digital-data-handling circuits using 
large scale integration. This paper discusses the 
final phases of the development contract with West-
inghouse [2] for an all solid-state television camera 
using a mosaic of photo-transistors. 
The mosaic produced 4 years ago contained 2500 
npn photo-transistors on a single wafer of silicon 
1.25 cm on a side and arranged in a 50-by-0 square 
array spaced on 0.25 mm centers. Since that time, 
three other generations of mosaic arrays have been 
developed. The first of these contained 12 800 photo-
transistors on a wafer approximately 1.6 cm on a 
side. The second series contained 51 200 photo-
transistors on a wafer approximately 1. 9 cm on a 
side. The final generation contains 200 000 photo-
transistors on a single silicon wafer approximately 
2.5cm on a side. 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
 
PHOTO-TRANS ISTOR ARRAY
 
The photo-transistor elements have a rectangular 
geometry with discrete emitter and base regions, 
but with-collector regions common to a column of 
500 elements (Fig. 1). No electrical access is pro­
vided to the individual photo-transistor base regions. 
The emitters are interconnected with evaporated 
aluminum strips in 400 isolated rows. 
Unique'access to any individual element of the XY 
mosaic is available through one of the X and one of the 
Y external leads. Only the single element that lies at 
thd intersection of these XY interconnections is in­
tetiogated. 
The 50-by-50 mosaic was operated in the static 
mode, which meant the signal output current from 
each photo-transistor in the array was only that 
current produced by the photon conversion during 
the sampling period for that element. It has since 
been found that the output can be increased consider­
ably if the elements of the image converter system 
operate on a pulsed readout basis, which is an inte­
grated or storage mode of operation. Storage-mode 
operation has been shown to be the result of sampling 
the total discharge of the collector-base junctions' 
depletion layer capacitance. This charge-monitoring 
process is also aided by the impedance transformation 
afforded by the photo-transistors current gain, j3 
Optimum imaging conditions are achieved by maxi­
mizing the charge in the junction and tailoring this 
maximization to appropriate frame rates and light 
levels. In the current system, which operates at 30 
frames per second, a 200 000 element mosaic gives 
the following input-output values from the first video 
amplifier: 40 mV output for 2 pW/cm2 radiant energy 
on the mosaic and 275 mV at 7 pW/cm2. The output 
voltage is relatively linear between these two 
values. 
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Figure 1. Section of mosaic with XY interconnections. 
REAL TIME INTELLIGENCE ACQUISITION and 
-
('ON+ LOAD)r< [160/3 (60 + 3)] X 10 9X 1012 
From the beginning of.this program, up through.

the 200-by-256 element arrays, the standard "
 < (160/189) x I0
 
accessing technique that has been employed is

called emitter sequenced-emitter read (ESER). Its <0l
 
major limiting factor for extension to still larger However, the RON resistance of the switching
 
sensor arrays is that very high speed metal-oxide­
semiconductor (MOS) or J-FET switches with 
 devices alone will, be of this magnitude (for any

moderate drive capabilities and very low RN device of acceptable size) and will vary by up to 20

ON percent from unit to unit. From this observation, itresistance are required. In particular, for a 400- was concluded that the recharge time constant was so
by-500 element system, it is found that if 
 short that it precluded using this scheme in the 200 000 
(400 by 500) element-readout system. After an exten-
CCD 0. 1 pF (collector to base capacity); sive analysis of 6ther methods of addressing, it was 
concluded that the most practical way to address the 
CES -560 pF (emitter line th ground linecapacity), high order array would be to use multiplexed access­ing. By-extending and overlapping the recharge in­tervals for successive elements, this modification toP 30 (P of hoto-transistor), the basic ESER accessing approach permits it to be 
extended to handle extremely high data rates. In
and particular, the speed requirement of RON of the 
per-line FET switching devices can be relaxed to
rEL 
- 160 s (period of master clock), nearly any level desired by increasing the degree of
multiplexing employed. There are practical limits 
then to this process, however, and the least degree of
multiplexing consistent with trade-off between perform­(C Eance and the high cost of additional system complexity(CEs +ICCB? (RON LOAD < TELEMENT is desirable. 
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The normal per-element recharge interval for 
the 400-by-500 element system, which is 160 ns, 
can be increased to 640 ns by using'fouathtorder. 
multiplexing. When this is done, the limit on total 
resistance can be raised by a factor of four so that 
RTOTAL how becomes 4 ke. If this value is split 
evenly between RON and RL ' then the "ON" resis-
tance of the per-line switching devices is increased 
to 2 k92. Switching devices with this RON value 
To scan each row of photo-transistors, the 
collector column voltage has also been switched, but, 
since each collector gate stays on while 500 emitters 
are sampled, the required switching can be done in 
a normal non-overlapped manner. To provide an 
interlaced scan, all the odd collector columns are 
consecutively addressed for one field and then the 
even collector columns are addressed for the other 
field. 
can be manufactured relatively easy and with good
consistency using currently available silicon tech-nology 
Concluding stages consist of buffers, summing,
and shaping circuitry to combine the composite sync,blanking, and video into a fully compatible Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA) television format signal 
Fourth-order multiplexing can be explained in 
the following manner. Consider the photo-transistors 
lying along a row "Y" (Fig. 1). Each photo­
transistor is normally switched on and off by apply-
ing a voltage pulse of one-clock-period duration to 
each of the "X" row connector strips. The row 
connections are arranged with all the odd-numbered 
connections at the top and the even-numbered con-
nections at the bottom. The "Y" column connections 
are also divided with the odd connections on one side 
and the even connections on the other side (Fig. 2). 
suitable for all commercial TV applications (Fig. 3). 
- MOSAIC EVALUATION SYSTEM 
The emitter and colleor connections of the 
photo-transistor mosaic are arranged in two rowson each of the four sides. The 290 odd collectorcontisararngdn2rwsn sdeevy 
connections are arranged in 2 rows ona side, every 
other odd connection in row a(100 in all) and the
other i00 odd connections in another row, while the 
For fourth-order multiplexing, four video infor-
mation channels are provided for the odd-side emit-
200 even collector connections are arranged likewise 
in 2 rows on the opposite side. 
ter connections and four for the even-side emitter 
connections. The odd and even emitter connections 
are switched to these eight channels in groups of 
four. 
The emitter connections are similarly arranged 
with the odds in 2 rows of 125 each at the top and the 
evens in two rows of 125 each at the bottom of the 
mosaic. 
To consecutively sample the photo-transistors 
along a column, the switching pulses required are not 
coincident. Their leading edges are delayed from 
each other by one clock period and are four clock 
periods wide instead of the usual one clock period, 
thus causing them to overlap in a consecutive manner, 
However, the current that flows at the instant aphoto-transistor is connected to a video information 
channel is proportional to the total light flux incident 
on the photo-transistor since its previous sampling, 
on te pototrasisorinc it prvios smplng, 
or approximately one frame time of the array, 1/30second f r the current systeme 
Since there are now 900 connections to deal with 
between the mosaic and the peripheral electronics, 
it is no longer practical to bond the mosaic into a test 
camera to check its electrical characteristics. There­
fore, a test set has been devised that will allow the 
operation of the mosaic without mechanical bonding(Fig. 4). The mosaic is shown mounted in the center 
of the round holder in the lower center of Figure 4. 
The vertical post with the two white wires contains 
a vacuum chuck to hold the mosaic frame. This
avcumhckthodheosifr e.Tscolumn is positioned underneath the center of the 
black frame (Fig. 5). On the sides of the frame are 
After an isolation and buffer stage of amplifica-
tion, each of these groups of four video information 
channels is sampled by the two first-level multi-
plexers giving a serial analog data stream at a fre­
quency of 4. 725 MHz. These two serial data streams 
are sampled by the second-level multiplexer, which 
puts out a 9.45 MHz data stream with an information 
bandwidth of 4.725 MHz. 
mounted four three-axis micromanipulators to which 
are attached four probe cards. Two cards each con­
tain 100 probes and 2 cards each contain 125 probes. 
Since the column and row connection pads are 
arranged in two ranks on each of the four sides as 
already described, access to every other connection 
of each rank will be obtained by these probes (Fig. 6). 
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Fig re 3. Block diagram of 400-by-500 element solid-state television camera. 
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Figure 4. 400-by-00 element moseac evaluation system. 
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Figure 5. Probe test stand for mosaic. 
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AA 
Figure 6. Probe cards in position on mosaic. 
If every other odd and every other even emitter line 
are addressed along with every other odd collector 
line, all the A photo-trnmstors shown In Figure 7 
will be scanned. If the same emitter lines are re-
tained and every other even collector line is used,
all the A' photo-tramsItors will be scanned. The 
sum of these two scans gives an image ot the whole 
picture, but the image contains only one-fourth ot 
the picture elements. If the emitter probes are now 
moved so as to contact the omlttbd lines and the 
collector probes are not moved, photo-transistors 
B and B' will be scinned, giving another one-fourth 
of the picture. Moving the collector probes to the 
omitted collector lines and repeating the two emitter 
probe positions will scan areas C, C1 and D, D,giving the remaining One-half of the picture, 
If each of the quarters I is photographed from the
TV monitor and all four images are superimposed, 
a very close approximatin of the Image produced
by an entire camera system will be obtained, 
With this test device now in operation, data arebeing gathered on the operational charactoristics of
the mosaic. Work has also begun on the packaging

of a complete camera using the 200 000 element
 
mosaic as the sensor. Because of the essentially
two-dimensinal nature of all of the ciruitry inolud-Lug the sensor n this camera, the form factor of the 
finished camera is almort unlmttd. The easiest 
one to mplement was selected for this firstcamera 
to prove operational feasibility and to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of theabr-chip technique in pack­
aging desin 
The camera will be rectangular in shape, approxi­
matlyS.08 cm (2 in. ) thick by 25.4 cm (to in. ) wideby 30.28 cm (12 in. ) high with a 50-mm lens in the 
center Of the large side. Some 600 odd chips go to­gether to make up this camera. Figure 8 shows an 
artist's drawing of the finished camera. This tele­
vision camera will have a resolution of 500 lines 
horizontal and 400 lines vertical. 
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Figure 7. Scanning pattern of 400-by-500 element photo-transistor test set. 
The camera's completely solid-state construction position eliminates.the problem of beam deflection 
gives it the usual potential advantages attributed to errors of a tube. These errors are important in 
integrated circuit systems; i.e., reduced weight, optical processing systems such as stereo imaging, 
volume, and power consumption plus greatly increased motion detection, and scene correlation, where it is 
reliability and environmental immunity. In addition, important to return to an exactly known segment of 
the photo-transistor mosaic performs the functions the image over relatively long periods of time. The 
of a vidicon without the necessity for high voltages, electrical accessing of the image area could also 
magnetic fields, vacuum envelopes, filament power, facilitate random scanning in these applications. 
and protection against mechanical shock. The elimi­
nation of the high voltage requirement is a particu- Because of its low power and small size, this 
larly salient advantage for space environments. The television camera can have a number of excellent ­
fact that the image plane of the sensor consists of applications in space. Figure 9 shows four such 
discrete sensor elements geometrically precise in uses. 
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Figure 8. Miniature solid-state television.camera. 
'CONCLUSIONS Currently, very similar mosaics are being
evaluated for use as star mapping sensors. Anotherquite unique application is the use of the mosaic to 
The photo-transistr mosaics are being used as report the real-time variance in particle generation
cathode-ray-tube, analog-to-digital converters 
during nucleaF reactions. Quite specialized mosaicin Interrogation-t6chniquesthe assessment of nuclear blasts. are required in this appli-The mosaic itself cation,
and the readout techniques developed under the NASA 
but the basic sensor is the photo-transistr
mosaic. Several other applications involving the useprogram have been directly applicable to this work. of image intensifiers with the mosaic have evolved. 
The essential contribution of the mosaic has been theThe Air Force now has work underway that is analog-to-digital conversion inherent in mosaic
based on this program but is designed to obtain 
 operation.

mosaics of germanium. A readout system very
similar to the silicon readout has been developed As important a contribution as that of the mosaicfor germanium. itself has been the development of the technology that 
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Figure 9. Space usage of solid-state television camera. 
allows the grouping of 200 000 photo-transistors in Active applications of the basic mosaic have 
26.452 cm (i in.2 ) . The requirements imposed by been made and several other applications are being 
the mosaic have led to the development of processes considered. Furthermore, the processing skills 
and 	techniques that have found very wide application and techniques developed for this camera have 
programsparticularly in areas of large scale integration. The materially aided in other programs, 
process controls that have been established to insure that would have been delayed had it not been for 
capable execution of the various operations have the experience gained on this program. The appli­
helped to increase the yield and quality of all circuits cation of this camera and techniques is limited only 
being processed. 	 by the imagination. 
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